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The Hamilton eighteen year olds
who will be casting ballots for the
first time in the June 6 California
Primary shall exercise the most
significant and consequential of
their duties as citizens. The ballot
box has long been the source of all
power in this country; its usage
exists today as the best method to
implement change and reform.
The proper utilization of the vote
in this society depends almost entirely upon the establishment and
maintenance of voter awareness
and understanding. A vote cast
without adequate preparation on
the citizen's part is a detriment

Student Gov't Revision Slated
Student Council for many years
has been, in actuality, a senior
council, unrepresentative of the
student body and often neutraliz-ed
by a widespread case of senioritis
which immobilizes action, This
year 20 of the 25 council members
are seniors.
· Today, a new constitutional amendment is being voted on that
will, according to sponsor Mr. Jack
Sutton, make council more representative of the student body. The
changes, proposed originally by Jay
Marmer and later modified by
Craig Ehrlich, involve the abolish-

Jlth Grade Sale
Makes $320 Profit
The burgundy and white class of
'73 was named the "Lathalathesians" at the White Elephant Sale, under the supervision of Mrs. Barbara
Tamraz and Mr. Victor Provencio,
on Aprill9.
The items bringing in the largest
amount of money were the teachers
and the class letters and emblem.
Class Council purchased the Lathalathesian Emblem and the first letter of the name. Other letter holders
are Melissa Bruml, Shelley Davidson, Barbara Desatnik, David Fradkin, Sheri Gottlieb, Debbie Oliver,
Ila Pine, Charlotte Taylor, and Susie
Varon.
Along with these items were sold
everything from mag wheels to
puppies, donated by Mr. Tom R.Qwland. Included in the bills of sale
were dinners for two donated by:
Mr. Pizza, Love's BB'Q, Maison
Gerard, and Cafe de Rex. Also donated were fifty MacDonald's certificates worth a hamburger, French
fries, and a malt. There are 100
more certificates that will be sold at
·a later date.
The items that were not sold at
the White Elephant Sale, along with
old class books dating back as far
as 1959, were sold at the Flea Market on Thursday, April 20, and Frivities, the class brought in a grand
day April 21. Between the two actitotal of approximately $320.00.

ment of the Commissioner offices
(except Commissioner of Elections)
and the addition of fifteen grade
representatives (five from each
grade to be elected at large). Thus,
the elected members of council will
be (pending passage of amendment):
Student Body President, Student
Body Vice President, Student Body
Treasurer, Boys' League President,
Girls' League President, 12th Grade
President, 11th Grade President,
lOth Grade President, 15 reps. (five
lOth graders, five 11th, five 12th),
Commissioner of Elections.
In the future, Student Council
will not be responsible for activity
planning. The leagues and classes
will be in charge of all fun<;tions.
However, students with ideas, no
matter how small a group they represent or serve, are encouraged to

come into council for help. Council
will be able to secure publicity banner space and provide refreshment
information as well as other kinds
of assistance.
This semester the Palisades High
Student Body voted to abolish its
leadership class and student body
offices until a new constitution,
combining Student Council, a Parent Advisory Council, and the faculty-administration committee as
the supreme, three-part executive
body, is drawn up.

Seniors Win Awards
Three Hamilton High School seniors have been offered College Opportunity Grants to help defray expenses of College. The awards were
announced by the California State
Scholarship and Loan Commission.
Receiving the grants were Barbara
Marko, Leslie Saltman, and Randolph Smith.

•

News
Advanced Study
This year eighty~two members of
the junior class qualified for the advanced study program. Advanced
study is a program whereby students, still in high school, can participate in college on a part time basis. To qualify, one must carry a 3.5
grade point average in academic
subjects. The students who meet
this basic requirement then have an
option to go to various junior colleges, certain four year colleges, and
U.C.L.A. To be able to attend U.C.L.A, one must take the CEEB-SAT
test and achieve a score of 1800 on
a formula of two times the verbal
plus the math (2V+M).
Of the eighty-two qualified, twenty
elected not to participate in any
form. Twenty-six students had an interest in U.C.L.A.; of these twentysix, an amazing ten qualified. These
students are: Steven Barnes, Alan
Favish, Fredric Glassman, Gary
Gomby, Daniel Landau, Karen Mal•
amud, Paul Pearlson, Lawrence
Smoller, Jeffrey West, and Esther
Zack. Twenty-three other students
have filed and been accepted to var-

Brief

ious 1un1or colleges, particularly
West Los Angeles, and Los Angeles
City College. One student, Herbert
Lounghery, will be going to Loyola
and another, Rose-Lynn Fisher, will
be attending Immaculate Heart College.

*

to the democratic system; effective
and intelligent ballots can only
result from thorough research and
review.
We encourage the newly-enfranchised voter, therefore, to study
the views of each of the candidates
on the ballot. The booklet enclosed
in the sample ballot packet entitled
"Propositions and Proposed Laws"
is required reading also for any
citizen interested in making the
optimum use of his vote.
Ten candidates, representing
various divisions of the political
spectrum, are seeking their respective party's Presidential nominations. For the Republicans these
include Richard Nixon and John
Ashbrook;
for the Democrats,
George McGovern, Edmund Muskie,
Shirley Chisholm, John Lindsay,
Hubert Humphrey, Eugene McCarthy, Sam Yorty, and Henry Jacksan. It should be possible to choose
from this list a satisfactory and
agreeable candidate; write-ins are
also allowable.
We choose to make only one
Primary endorsement. Proposition
2, the earthquake safety measure,
can save the Los Angeles City
School District from the disaster
and chaos which would result from
the closing of unsafe school buil~
dings in 1975. At stake, in essence,
are the lives and futures of 125,000
L.A. school children whose educations would be seriously and perhaps
permanently harmed by such cloo
sures.
The passage of Proposition 2
would provide $100,000,000 in state
loans to Los Angeles for the rehabilitation or reconstruction of pre1933, non-earthquake resistant
structures. For Hamilton High, this
would mean a re-enforced main
building and a new cafeteria M.M.

*

5'72 Ephebians
This year, twenty members of the
senior class (one for every forty
students in the class) have been
designated as Ephebians. To be
named an Ephebian is the highest
honor a high school student can receive.
Those Kaheelawanies recognized
for their academic and extra-cur.
ricular excellance are Ken Bachrach, Rhonda Byer, Robert Freedland, Barbara Klein, Jill Klein, Don
Kobashigawa, Jon Kobashigawa,
Holly Leonard, Ann Majchrzak,
Randy Moskowitz, Wayne Muramatsu, Jo Anne Nagano, Steve Rome,
Jay Rudin, Irene Shibata, Dion

Shimatsu, Joel Strom, Beverly Turkel, Elise Ungerleider and Greg
Yamanaka.

*
*News
Motorcycling

Recently, according to the Los Angeles Police Department, there has
been increased motor bike activity
in the foothills areas of Benedict
Canyon. This upsurgence in activity
was brought to the attention of the
police through complaints from
homeowners in the area.
The police reaction to these complaints will be enforcement of certain cycling statutes and also the assignment of an 8 hour-a-day police
officer in the fire:hazanl areas.
A $50 citation will be issued for the
following:
1. Operating or parking· a motorcycle, scooter, etc. in an LA.
Fire Department Mountain Fire
District.
2. Operating any vehicle on any
fire road.
3. Parking any vehicle on a fire
road obstructing entrance.
4. Operating any type of vehicle
without written permission of
the owner or agent.
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Vietnam Policy Debated
In Suppo.,t of the President
population, raw materials, and
By Glenn Gazin
President Nixon was elected in strategic position. The Western pow1968 under the clear understanding ers, spear-headed by the U.S., canthat the war would be de-escalated not hope to nullify the threat of
and the U.S. troops brought home. the Eastern powers, at least not in
He has carried out those missions the forseeable future. At best we
because (1) he would like to be re- .can hope to hold onto territory
elected, and (2) the de-escalation that is already under our influence,
was so clearly the will of the peo- and that is what we have been dople that he had to execute it, re- ing in South Vietnam, we are dogardless of personal feelings.This ing in South Korea, and we must
has been done in as rapid a manner continue to do. Technological ad·
as prudence would allow in or- vances in conununications, trans·
der to avert the inunediate col· portation, and armaments make
lapse of the South Vietnamese gov- isolationism today as unworkable as
ernment. American troops, with the a full scale war. The U.S. can no
exception of a few hundred serving longer hide behind its two oceans
in an advisory capacity, have been and establish itself into a state of
removed from active .combat roles blind neutrality; we aren't living
on land, the 65,000 remaining con- in Switzerland.
stituting supply and service troops.
The war in Southeast Asia is
Those that criticize our slow withs a war of idealogies, as well as a
drawal usually fail to understand war between peoples. Whether our
the significance of this relatively initial commitment there was strasmall piece of re.a l estate. Vietnam tegically and tactically sound in
is just one of dozens of smaller na- conception is no longer of .concern .
tions to which we are committed, to us today other than as an ac.a smaller nations which, like every demic question. That is past and
other one on this planet, are scrut- unchangeable What matters is that
inizing U.S. conduct in the face of now we are committed to the
the emerging Eurasian po'N~rs of South Vietnamese, that 50,000 U.S.
the Twentieth century - the U.S.- are dead, and that our nation.al
S.R. and China. World Wars I and prestige is at stake. Assuming that
n both signaled the decli.Jl'e. of because we were wrong to get inWestern Europe as the center of volved at the start; we may simworld power, leaving the U.S. as ply dump this mess into a ·waste
the reluctant bastion for the de- basket and wash our hands of the·
fense of the Western World against affair is an unrealistic and immawhat was correctly forseen as the ture attitude. To cease our efforts
inevitable aggression of the East- now would be to discredit ourselves
tern powers upon their· neighbors. as a culture and face a loss of naWe are living in the age of strug- tional honor such as we have never
gle that the West has dreaded known. If we, as a people, are lacksince the retreat of the mongols ing the necessary fortitude to behave responsibly when the going
from occupied Hungary in 1241.
Napolean said of China (and gets rough (and that's the only
this could be applied to Russia in time when su.ch behavior really
many respects): "There lies a sleep- means a n y t h i n g), then the
entire Western culture will be
ing giant. Let her sleep, for when
she wakes, she will move the shown up for its weakness along
world." The sleeping giants of the with us.
By his actions of the last few
Eurasian mainland have emerged
weeks, President Nixon earned a
from their slumbers.
The U.S. is conducting its Cold place for himself in American
War policy against an opponent of . history as one of our truly courindisputable superiority in arms, ageous leaders.
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Question: Could anything be more exciting than
watching Roller Derby on Sunday nights?
Come to ISRAELI DANCING on Sunday nights and
find out! From 7 to 9 p.m. at the B'nai Brith Youth
House, 1065 So. La Cienega Blvd. (only 25 cents?)
BE THERE OR BE SQUARE!
(Another dynamic project of your friendly Ombudsman at the Youth
Dept. of the J.F.C.)

Telephone: 663-8484, ext. 354

Why He's Wrong
By Mark Wiesenthal
Since his election in 1968 President
Nixon has blundered his way to open
conflict with the Soviet Union and
has kept the United States in a war
that is for us inhumane alld immoral. And for what? To support a government that is corrupt and without
scruples? Look into the recent history of the South Vietnamese governmet. What you will find is more
blood than in a James Bond novel
and a plot that is equally hard to follow. President Thieu, who is sup.
posed to be a "democratic" leader,
ran unopposed in the last election;
putting his competition in jail. The
pitiful fact is that 50,000 American
men have given their lives to support such a farce, btrt what is even
more pitiful is that as you read this
article more Americans are dying.
So, I ask, why doesn't President Nixon pull out completely? Already he
has reduced the troops to 65,000; how
come not to zero? When he took office Nixon promised that he had a
secret plan to end the war. By this
did he mean resuming the bombing
of the north, invading Cambodia and
Laos, and mining the harbors and
rivers of a nation 9,000 miles from
our shores?
The defeat of the President in Nov.
ember and the subsequent withdrawal of all military personnel are essential to this nation's sanity. If for
no other reason than to bring internal unity to our country, our fighting
men should be home. We have gotten ourselves mixed up in a civil
war. Even though the Geneva convention in 1954 made South and
North Vietnam separate countries,
the ethnic and sociological similarities make them brothers. How would
we have felt if same foreign power
would have actively intervened in
our civil war? Nixon's present policy
is one called Vietnamization. It is
through this policy that Nixon hopes
to give the war over to the South
Vietnamese. What would I like to
know is how the hell do we Vietnamize Vietnam? The utter gall in this
term, the patronizing attitude we
take! We must make them ready
for war against their own people
on their own soil. So it seems obvious that the only course of action
left open would be total withdrawal
from Indo China. With this staring
him in the face, President Nixon
made the complete opposite decision; he escalated. He has recently,

with political ineptitude, sent ships
and planes into the territory of North
Vietnam on missions of open aggression. Is this merely supporting the
South? of course not, and this is
why we should get the hell out and
set our national prerogatives in more
useful directions.
Those who defend Nixon's policies
use three main points. One, if we
let South Vietnam fall to the communists, the rest of Asia will fall
and soon Australia will go and then
who knows what? This is called the
"domino theory." The second is the
question of national pride and unity.
Nixon supporters argue that if we
unconditionally pulled out, we as a
nation, would lose "face" and would
become international "sissies." The
third takes the position that the United States is the defender of the
Western World and that if we pull
out of Vietnam, we would be succumbing to the mysterious East. All
three of these arguments are easy
to rebuff.
Any logical thinking person can
see that the domino theory is inane.
There hasn't been a communist rev•
olution in over twenty years. What
makes one think they will start now?
If the domino theory were correct,
what better time to strike at the
other nationns of Asia and the Pacific than now? Still we don't see communist takeover in India or Japan.
What communist aggression going on
now is perpetrated by inhabitants
of the nation they are fighting. Who
are we to stop a nation from turning
communist if the people in that country want communism?
The second issue of losing face is
equally as ridiculous. In actuality,
we would be gaining face if we
pulled out. Almost every nation in
the world, both communist and democratic, has urged us to withdraw.
It is a sorrowful fact that Americans
lie dead on foreign soil, but will
more Americans dying make these
men feel better? Yes, men have
died. Pull out now and the dying
will stop. It is certainly regretful
that these men have died in vain,
but will slow, rather than immediate
withdrawal make their rest easier?
I doubt it. Not only will withdrawal
help us morally but also economically. The money pumped into Vietnam
for armaments and weapons might
well be used to save lives both here
and abroad. Who has more courage,
(Continued on page S)
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the man who is logically willing to
discuss his viewpoints or the man
who immediately wants a fight? If
the United States pulled out tomor·
row we would be applauded by the
world community en masse.
The third argument is not only stu·
pid but alsQ bigoted. First of all, who
deemed the United States protector
of the world? We did. In a spirit of
national superiority we dubbed ourselves international policemen. So
to defend this position we remain in
Vietnam; how illogical can one get?
There are those who feel that if we
pull out we will be faced with the
threat of war with the great nations
of the Asian mainland: China and
The Soviet Union. The proponents
of this theory obviously use the age
old stereotype of the great yellow
hoards streaming into the Western
World on missions of conquest and
plunder. If after the President's trip
to China, one still sees the Chinese
and Russians as a condescending
mass, that person is blind. The Asians seemingly want peaceful co-existance, but by remaining in Vietnam we make this impossible. By
withdrawing, we would further the
cause of peace, not war.
Nixon's most recent policy of IJlin.
ing and blockading the waters of
Vietnam has made us the aggressors
against Russia , and if a war were
to break otrt, it is we that would be
clearly at fault. Many equate this
move to President Kennedy's Cuban
missile crisis; in a way it is. But
the roles are reversed: in Cuba it
was the Russians who brought offensive weapons into range of our
shores; in Vietnam it is we who are
putting offensive weapons in their
proximity. It is we that are provok·ing, and it is we that must eventually back down.
The only move left open is to
dump Nixon. He has followed in the
steps of so many politicians before
him and broken promise after promise. I urge the complete withdraw!
of all American from Vietnamese
soil, not isolationism. I do not wish
to isolate the United States from the
world, but rather to make the world
homogenous to open communication
and discussion. If the war continues,
the lines of communication are shut;
to open 'them we must defeat Nixon
in November and get on the road to
a better world.

Candidates Profiled
Hubert Humphrey
Prior to Election Year '72 the
considered hopefuls for the Democrats' challenge to the incumbent,
President Richard Nixon were Edmund Muskie and Hubert Hwnphrey.Both men had been united on
the same ticket in 1968 when Nixon
was elected.
Unlike Muskie, Senator Humphrey has been able 'to retain a
place in the minds of most Democrats as a front runner. It is uncanny that although he has won
only three primaries, Ohio, Indiana,
and West Virgiiria, he is still considered the man to beat by other
Presidential candidates. Four years
ago he failed to win any primaries
and yet he was selected as the party's choice to oppose Nixon.
Humphrey maintains he is working for the rural man, which is
what he himself once was; however, his strategy for the upcoming
and important California Primary
is to capture the votes of large
corporations and minoriti~.
On other major issues he proclaims opposition towards aggression in South East Asia, but insists
on the necessity of commandeering
the release of all American prisoners of war. His stand on bussing
is comparable to that of senator
George McGovern's, which is a recommendation of it.

-¥1
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George McGovern
One of the big surprises of this
election year has been the strong
candidacy of Senator George McGovern, a democratic Presidential
contender from South Dakota.
McGovern's big issue on the campaign trail has been the war in Indo China. McGovern's advocates
tdtal and immediate withdrawal
from Vietnam, as well as amnesty
to all draft evaders and the forming of an all-volunteer army.
A former World War II fighter
pilot, McGovern has very strong
feelings about peace. "Most of my
close friends, including my navigator, were killed in the second
World War. I vowed from the
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depth of my heart that if I sur·
vived, I would devote my life to
peace."
Aided by the loyal support of
many young people, McGovern has
also supported more domestic spen·
ding, tax reform, equal rights for
women, liberalization of marijuana
laws, health care, 1\Dd a stronger
economy, which he feels will come
when Indo China involvement ends.
McGovern throughout the cam·
paign has had good showings in
all primaries he's entered. Massa·
chusetts, Wisconsin, Ohio and Pennsylvania have all been big states,
but California, according to M~
Govern backers, will be the biggest
one and a possible happy return
from Miami, the site of this ~ar's
democratic convention.
1(J
•

The Governor has liberalized his
image somewhat, trying to escape
the racist label that has been applied to him; but his principal Wefb
pon is still fear. Those who fear a
loss in Vietnam and the loss of face
that would represent, who fear the
astonishing crime rate, who fear
violence, particulary black violenceall of these people staunchly support
him. The shooting incident should
add ammunition to his arsenal of
campaign tactics centering around
Iaw and order. His stand on bussing
is widely known and has been his
strongest issue so far.
Wallace trails only McGovern in
the number of pledged delegates in
the primary race a't this point.

Georg'e Wallace

&me MJWJ'f tJJ'f
JnOJW TS'IDtJrdlng.

The unfortunate shooting of Governor George Wallace will undoubtedly
lead to some disturbing questions
should the Governor decide to con·
tinue his campaign. His landslide
victories in Maryland and Michigan
could be a preview of things to come
in other states where sympathy
votes will be a major factor.
The Governor's aide has indicated
that the Governor will continue his
campaign from a wheelchair if nes
cessary. The awesome presence of
a man struggling for the Presidential nomination and attempting to
overcome such incredible odds could
sway many voters.
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SPORTS IN BRIEF
J V Baseball
Prior to this yeru:'s baseball season the optimism of players and
coach of the Hamilton Junior Varsity Team raged high.
Hopeftils for the Hamilton horsehiders were tenth graders, Howard
Emmer, Elvin Newbill, and Danny
Tabor. Returnee Glenn Bisquera
would supply the experience a young
team needs.
Throughout the season the team
was plagued by injuries and dissention. Also, in the beginning Danny Tabor was unable 1:Q successfully maintain an a.dequat'e average
to remain on the team. This was
also the case with Elvin Newbill
in the latter part of the season.
Hamilton's
unsuccessful campaign was due mainly to the mediocrity of the pitching staff. However, the bright spot occured when

Coach Yutaka Shimizu instituted
Bennett Eberstein. His performance
was most likely the best on the
team. However, he was unable to
pitch consistently due to a sore arm.
Final statistics showed that the
team record was an abominable
3 wins and 12 LOSSES. The leading hitters were Elvin Newbill
(.380), Howard Emmer (.330), Steve
Lewin (.330), and Glen Bisquera
(.310) The best pitcher, Bennett
Eberstein, had an outstanding
Earned Run Average of only 1.14.
He proved to be the only winning
pitcher on the team, with a record of
2 wins and 1 loss. The other starter,
Brad Kane, had 1 win and 7 losses.

*

(*

Tennis

For the past three years, the
goal of the tennis team has been to
beat Uni. This season, even though

Wallace Pulls Muscle
In Quarter Finals
It was two weeks before the city semi-finals that Hamilton had gained
the most number of points in the league finals. That day, John Fuchs,
Paul Wallace, Tony Love, and the mile relay team all took league in
their respective events. Hamilton's hopes for repeating as City Track
Champions were very high. The Yanks sent the most qualifiers from
the Western League, and with Wallace and Love, Hami looked to be
a strong contender.
But then the roof fell in. In the quarter finals, Paul Wallace reinjured
a muscle that had plagued him all season. It happened when Wallace
took his first jump in the long jump. He went charging up to the pit
but just limped through. He stood there, grasping his thigh, and everybody in the stands knew that the Hamilton hopes for the City Championship just went down the drain.
Wallace tried his best to run the 220 and the 100. In the 100, he
started but didn't run more "than 20 yards before pullnig up lame. In
the 220, Wallace made it through the curve, but stopped going into
the straightaway.
Also in that meet, Fuchs won his heat of the 880, Michael Floyd
qualified in the 180 low hurdles, Milton Qualles qualified in the 440,
both relay teams qualified, Tony Love again won the shot put, and
Allen Ludiway finished up there in the 100 and the long jump.
In the semi-finals last week, Hamilton fell short in every event. John
Fuchs was forced to run the 880 in the outside lane for the whole race
and finished a poor fifth. Milton Qualles didn't qualify in the 440.
Allen Ludiway qualified in the 100, but not in the long jump. Anthony
Love qualified with a fourth in the shot put. Both relay teams qualified
with fourth place finishes. Michael Floyd didn't place in the hurdles.
With only Love, Ludiway and the two relay teams, Hamilton has no
chance of taking city. As a matter of fact, Love should be the only
person to gain points for the Yanks.
With the finals Saturday, it should be a very tight meet. It could be
any team winning, with Manual Arts, Fremont, Gardena, Carson, Crenshaw, and maybe El Camino the top contenders.

a city playoff berth was out of
reach, the netrers decided to go
for the win anYWay.
Earl Prince led things {)ff with
a 6-4, 6-0 beating of Kevin Tate.
Second man Renard Johnson won
the first set of his match and senior Pete Ziegler extended previously unbeatable John Hoisch to two
long sets, losing 6-4,7-6. Fifth man
Jon Goldstein, meanwhile, was
handily defeating his outclassed opponent. Things looked good for an
upset.
First doubles team Rick Powell
and Steve Rome went up against
the top doubles team in the city,
Jim Hayes and John Cohn. After
losing a heartbreaking first set 7-5,
the roof fell in and the second set
was lost 6-3. While the second doubo
les team of Rich Bergman and Mike
Borodzicz were going down to defeat
amidst their arguing 6-2, 6-1, fourth
man Craig Ehrlich recovered from
a 6-2 defeat in the first set and
stormed back to take the second set
6-1 from a limping, loafing Ian
Schindler. After an extra long rest
break, Ehrlich proceeded to take the
match by' default. Now with the
match tied 3.3, the second singles
victory would decide the whole
match. Renard Johnson, touted as
an invaluable addition to the team
at the beginning of the season, appeared to let his overdominating indifference take over and lost the second and third sets of his match 7-5,
6-4. The final score was Uni 4, Hami
3.

Swim Season Ends
The Hamilton Yankees' Cee swimmers concluded their 1972 season
with a fourth place finish in the city
swimming and diving championships, held at the Long Beach Plaza
pool an May 12.
Yank junior Jim Sanders provided the most excitement of the evening for Hami rooters, setting a new
city record on the way to a first
place finish in his specialty, the 50
yard backstroke.
Hamilton also had a strong showing in the 200 medley relay, with
Sandel'S, Mark Wasserman, Ricky
Raskin and Eddie Hayashida sparking the Yanks to a second place fino
ish.

Season Haunts
Baseball Tea
By Richard "Bud" Meese
and Gary Yates
This season has not been a glorious one for the Hami diamondmen,
windllig up 4-11. The last game against University was worth forgetting. The Yankees and Steve Swanson lost 3-2 behind the power of two
home runs by University.
Now comes the time when the
players turn in their uniforms and
go · back into a regular gym class.
But the memories of this season will
linger on until they will be mercifully forgotten. Looking on the season
with mixed emotions was Coach
David Rebd.
"When you only get two runs a
game and nobody's hitting, you're
not going to win many ball games.
Sometimes the pitching came
through for us, but one guy would
make an error and the whole team
would fall apart."
Captain Ronnie Smith evaluated
this year's effort the best when he
said, "I feel that this year's team
was not a team - it was a bunch of
individuals. They played like It, they
acted like it, they talked it, and
our records shows it."
"Before the season started we
were beating everybody in practice
games, and we started to let our
heads get pretty big. Then when the
season started, everyone just played
for himself and stopped playing for
the team. I'm not all that proud of
what- I've accomplished during the
season because the team didn't
win," said Keith Friarson, first baseman.
Henry Kimmel submitted. "My
hopes were high after an undefeated
pre-season. After our team started
off slowly in league competition, the
team's record at the end of the sea.
son was a big disappointment. However I felt coach David Rebd did a
miraculous job under such circumstances."
In defense . of Peter Waxler and
Tony Strickland, who had high hopes
of enjoying fine seasons as Hami
pitchers, they were never really
given the support they deserved by
the team. Steve Swanson was handed 13 runs one game, while Strickland wasn't given that many runs
combined during the entire season.
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Harold's Auto Supply
Machine and Muffler Shop
9076 Washington Boulevard
Open Sunday 'til 2

1870-5533

839-2425

Rudnick's Has Them All
FLAIRS,
CORDS,
JEANS,

and SHIRTS
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